
A BIOGRAPHY OF STEPHEN KING A WRITER

Author Stephen King has written terrifying, bestselling novels like 'Carrie,' 'The Shining' and 'Misery' that have been
adapted for the screen.

Common theme is characters being isolated or trapped from the outside world. But he also warns: "Here's the
thingâ€”people tire of the new toys quickly. The novel tie-in idea was repeated on Stephen King's next project,
the miniseries Kingdom Hospital. The bomb squad were called in and incinerated it. The Dead Zonewas also
written in Bridgton. That same year, he brought out his first electronic book, Riding the Bullet. Famously
disliked Stanley Kubrick 's The Shining , which was adapted from his novel of the same name. In , the family,
with the addition of Owen Phillip his third and last child , traveled briefly to England, returning to Maine that
fall, where King began teaching creative writing at the University of Maine. Roadwork explores a man's
reactions after observing his family, work, and home destroyed by corporate and governmental forces beyond
his control. Looking back on his high school days, King recalled that "my high school career was totally
undistinguished. In his book "On Writing", he states that as punishment for making fun of Ellen Margitan, the
vice principal of Lisbon High, he is sent to the offices of the Lisbon Enterprise to work with the editor, John
Gould which he states is not "the" John Gould. Bag of Bones was a big, distorted yet wonderfully entertaining
novel that rode high on the bestseller lists in  A huge fan of author Neil Gaiman. Was such a fan of the film 28
Days Later While no longer religious, King chooses to believe in the existence of God. King therefore
produced a mini series of The Shining that follows his novel more closely, but is generally regarded as inferior
to Kubrick's interpretation. Many of his characters are also teachers. The only thing undamaged in the accident
were the lenses in King's glasses; he later replaced the frame. Soon the idea occurred to King that he might try
e-publishing without a conventional publisher in the background. Published under anonymous authorship, the
book was written by Ridley Pearson. Mercedes began airing on the Audience Network in , and that year a
remake of the horror classic IT enjoyed a hefty box-office haul. Stephen King: King of Thrillers and Horror.
The subject matter hit so close to King that he took time out from it to work on his next novel, The Stand.
Learn More in these related Britannica articles:. His contract called for his getting half of that sum, and he quit
his teaching job to pursue writing full time.


